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DIVERSIFIED WOODCRAFTS & SHELDON LABS NAMES NEW PRESIDENT
Suring, WI — Diversified Woodcrafts, Inc. (DWI) is honored to welcome back Dave Jahnke as
president of DWI and Sheldon Laboratory Systems. He was previously employed at DWI from
1984 to 2017, and was president from 1997 to 2017.
“I’m excited to be back at Diversified Woodcrafts and Sheldon Laboratory Systems,” said Jahnke.
“I look forward to strategically growing the company into new markets and opportunities.”
Prior to Jahnke’s re-employment, he worked at Kewaunee Scientific Corp. for 18 months. He
was first hired as their director where he was responsible for updating the wood plant
manufacturing facility. After updating the facility, his role then transitioned to general manager
of wood and laminate products.

###

About Diversified Woodcrafts
Diversified Woodcrafts does more than build educational furniture and casework. They create
innovative spaces for schools and colleges to help educators empower today’s learners.
Whether a school needs a collaborative space for young scientists to experiment or an area for
artists to create, Diversified Woodcrafts has them covered. They also have the perfect
combination of sizes, colors, finishes and materials to give classrooms a fresh and modern look.
The best part? All of their products are manufactured to tough SEFA standards and feature an
earth-friendly, chemical-resistant UV finish—so schools know they’re getting top-quality
furnishings when they choose Diversified Woodcrafts.
About Sheldon Laboratory Systems
When it's time for education to meet science furnishings, Sheldon has a plan. In fact, several, &
they’re refining them every day to meet the ever-changing demands of science education. For
architects, construction managers, administrators and especially teachers, Sheldon believes in
practical solutions to a variety of issues. Their passion is to help teachers train students in a safe,
innovative and quality lab space to become the next generation of leaders in science and
medicine while meeting the architectural goals of the building. Sheldon is proud of their
heritage and stands firm on the foundations of the company – quality, service, and innovation.
They are providing a service for science teachers of tomorrow, and this is their driving force.

